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CUBS IMPROVE AS OPENING

DAY DRAWS NEAR

By Mark Shields
As the Cubs near home Manager

Mitchell's troubles appear to be dis-

solving. Columns of
and doubt anent the condition of the
players fade with an for
real practice. Larry Doyle improves
with each passing hour and should
be able ot do a full nine innings' duty
by April 11.

So far Larry has not been doing
any heavy work. Chuck Wortman
relieves him along in the waist of the
game, but while Doyle is in he
pounds the ball with vigor and vim
and fields in an able manner when
he forgets his ankle.

Frequently Doyle has stretched
long hits to doubles through a burst
of speed and a slide. In his enthusi-
asm, he forgets his injury. When it
is necessary to make a fast play in
the field he usually gets away with
it. But when there is plenty of time
and Larry has a chance to think of
a play as the ball comes toward him,
he favors his ankle and limps notice-
ably.

Confidence in the runner is what
he needs, and each day serves to
strengthen it ,

The story that Deal may not be at
third sounds stretched. This fellow
is a noble fielder and some of the

have been whanging him for
failure there. At the end of the Na-
tional league season Deal will be
rated with the best of them defen-
sively. His batting has been encour-
aging. Yesterday he whaled the
Wichita pitchers with abandon.

Today the White Sox play in Wich-

ita and will try to top the 16-to-

score by which the Cubs won

Eldred is being given a last ditch
chance for the right field job, but it

,is improbable now that he will suc
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speculation

opportunity

ceed in acquiring a regular situation.
Liebold and Eddie Murphy have
come forward with great strides, and
have been attacking all pitchers vi-

ciously.
There are still a few boosters for

John Collins who believe he will be
in right field and head the batting
order whenever a southpaw pitcher
faces the hose. Maybe, but it is a dy-
ing hope. Once Liebold and Murphy
have an opportunity to show what
they can do, no other man will have
much consideration.

Both men were good ballplayers
last year, and both were eager. All
they asked was a chance to show
their ability. This chance was de
nied them, and the work of the club
undoubtedly suffered. It lacked
smoothness on attack.

Collins is an earnest player, but he
is addicted to lengthy batting slumps
and he is not a man who works
quickly with the batters when he
reaches first base. In this respect
Murphy stands head and shoulders
above any of the outfield candidates.
In fact, he is better at worming him-
self around the bases than any other
fellow on the club, with the possible
exception of Ray Schalk.

Rowland has a good pitching
corps and a fairly tight fielding club,
but he vdll need a greater

machine than he headed in 191G.
No more hits will be needed, for
those were plentiful, but additional
runs must be scored. To accomplish
that brains and speed that is com-
bined with intelligence will be

t
needed.

Ty Cobb will finish the training
season with the Cincinnati Reds. For
the rest of the exhibition period the
Tigers and Giants will be playing to-

gether, and Jennings and Ty believe
that trouble could not be avoided b.
cause of the recent fight between
Cobb and Herzog, wherein the
Georgian was victor. Jennings says
that Zimmerman, Fletcher or Her--


